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What is an?

What they want 
to say about the 
subject

What it’s 
about 

Who they want 
to see the ad

Message

Audience

Subject

Product
Brand, 
object, 
etc

Comm.
Statement, 
opinion, etc. 

Resource, 
assistance, 
etc

Service

What’s an ad?
Anything that 

promotes a 
message about a 

subject to an 
audience. 

3 pieces



How do they work?
Ad Techniques
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Ad Techniques

EMOTION CREDIBILITYLOGIC



EMOTION
Provoking an 
emotional response, 
or making associate 
an emotion with the 
brand

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhMVWzVXNNk&t=132


LOGIC
Appealing to common 
sense, or by using 
facts, statistics, and 
other data to convince 
you 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GPeJimtw_s


CREDIBILITY
Making you trust or believe 
in their brand (often using 
real people, influencers, 
celebrities, or other ‘real’ 
people you trust) to 
promote their message



How do they work?
Ad Components
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Components

DESIGN
Key 
elements

CONTEXT
Where does 

it appear?

FORM
What 

format?

● Where does the ad 
appear?CONTEXT

● What format is the ad 
in?FORM

● What does the ad 
look/sound like? What 
are the key pieces?

DESIGN



Context, Form, Design

DESIGN

CONTEXT

FORMBillboard

Stacked like 
a burger, 
uses 
recognisable 
font from 
brand

What 
technique is it 
using? 

Busy road/ 
highway

Emotion 



Context, Form, Design 

DESIGN

CONTEXT

FORMPoster 

Image of 
someone 
biking in 
scenic area, 
bold text & 
colours

What 
technique is it 
using? 

Logic 
(some 
emotion)

Toronto
subway



Context, Form, Design

DESIGN

CONTEXT

FORM
What 
technique is it 
using? 

Podcast 
Ad

‘This episode 
brought to 
you by…’, 
‘You need 
space, and 
you need it 
now’
‘call now for 
a free quote’

Emotion

Lifestyle 
podcastTwo Men & a Truck Ad 

Welcome to A Better 
You podcast by 
lifestyle, wellness, & 
self help youtuber - 
Fernanda Ramirez. 
Listen along as she 
covers all topics on 
how to become the 
best version of 
yourself. 

https://ads.spotify.com/en-US/inspiration/two-men-and-a-truck-case-study/


Your Turn!
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Concept Maps 2: You will then need to create a concept map 
with the following information:

Subject

Audience

Message

Context

Form

Techniques

Brief Description 
of Ad 

(Include design!)

How do 
these all 

combine to 
make the ad 

effective?

Scotiabank Hockey for All 

Get That Lotto 649 Feeling

Metrolinx “Like a messy bedroom”

Ikea, The Cristiano Bottle 

Seneca College “Now Is Your Time”

Heinz “Draw Ketchup”

Penguin Books “Novel Tweets” 

Nissan “Wonderful Humans”

1) In pairs, choose ONE of 
the following ads:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6NOwKg7VjQ
https://marketingawards.strategyonline.ca/winners/winner/2020/?e=97972&u=Advertising%20II&n=Get+that+Lotto+649+feeling+
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KQE_aPXPV5U
https://marketingawards.strategyonline.ca/winners/winner/2022/?e=133420&u=Advertising&n=The+Cristiano+Bottle
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/E4S8FzrWEAI3wPD.jpg
https://theadcc.ca/archive/draw-ketchup_2022_silver_advertising-billboard-campaign
https://theadcc.ca/archive/novel-tweets_2022_bronze_advertising
https://theadcc.ca/archive/nissan-wonderful-humans_2022_silver_radio-campaign


What is an Ad?

What they want 
to say about the 
subject

What it’s 
about 

Who they want 
to see the ad

Message

Audience

Subject

Emotion Logic Credibility

Techniques:

DESIGN
Key 
elements

CONTEXT
Where does 

it appear?

FORM
What 

format?




